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1. Introduction
Cooperative intelligent transport systems (C-ITS) define a system that allows vehicles and
infrastructure to connect wirelessly in order to exchange messages to enhance the local
awareness of drivers or vehicles. By allowing vehicles to share information, their capabilities
to cope with the current traffic situation are improved since their awareness becomes larger
than what is observable with the line-of-sight technologies such as radars and camera
systems that typically are used in vehicles today. The enhanced awareness is used to
improve traffic safety (e.g., provide warnings about road works, or slippery roads), efficiency
(e.g., giving tailored route instructions to avoid congestions) and comfort (e.g. providing
drivers with information to arrive at a green light in an intersection).
Urban traffic coordination (UTC) helps to improve the traffic efficiency and to reduce the
environmental impact. To develop such an application, real-time data services are required
and efficient data and service synthesis methods are needed. This work package brings the
research within CHOReVOLUTION to practice through integrating green ITS methods into
the future smart city system. The UTC application requires a distributed, efficient platform to
adapt to the high density and heterogeneous data of the urban transportation system. The
platform must be future-oriented, highly scalable and has the ability to integrate into the
Future Internet. With the purpose for large-scale application development,
CHOReVOLUTION provides a platform (see Deliverable D6.1 [1]) for developing dynamic
and secure choreographies, which have the ability to integrate the ITS system into the future
smart city system. Within this use-case we will show how choreographies can be used to
accelerate deployment of cooperative ITS to improve energy efficiency in the transport
system. Choreographies, running over a common ITS architecture, enable dynamic, fast and
reliable communication between different actors in the transportation system. An ITS
application, based on the automatic synthesis of adaptable choreographies to support
collaborative situation and eco-aware driving, will be implemented and demonstrated.
Based on the development of the CHOReVOLUTION platform, this document initializes the
work in Task 4.1. The focus is the scenario description and requirement analysis for the UTC
application that will be then developed within the working task 4.2 and 4.3. Detailed
description of the considered scenario are presented and based on the scenario use cases
are identified. To facilitate the development of the UTC application, functional and nonfunctional requirements are described.
The rest of the deliverable is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the description of the Urban
Traffic Coordination application is given, where the motivation, the stakeholder and user
needs are discussed. A brief description of the application development process based on
the V-model is also given. Chapter 3 contains the description of the available data sources
that may be used for the application. In Chapter 4 the Situation and Eco-Aware Driving
Application is introduced with identification of actors and involved services. In Chapter 5, the
local functional and non-functional requirements of the application are presented. Preliminary
choreographies are designed and presented in Chapter 6. Finally, an introduction for the
business analysis for the application is presented in Chapter 7.
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2. Urban Traffic Coordination (UTC)
2.1. Motivation
The phenomenon of more and more people moving into large cities is a growing trend all
over the world. This creates numerous challenges for the societies that need to be
addressed in order to operate these large cities and guarantee the safety of the residents.
One of these challenges is congestion, which is a huge traffic burden. While there may be
many different solutions to address congestion, the easiest solution will always be to allocate
drivers in such a way that their combined driving behaviour work together to increase the
efficiency within the transportation network. However, in order to have efficient control,
efficient systems need to be developed. Systems that can provide highly accurate estimates
on the current traffic flow as well as highly accurate forecasts. Even if accuracy may be less
than exact, it is safe to say that it is preferable than no control at all.
The CHOReVOLUTION platform is highly suitable for connecting entities within the traffic
system such as cars, busses, trams, traffic lights, bridges, locks, and etc. By connecting, and
more importantly coordinating the traffic based on the dynamic traffic situation, it is possible
to create information that may be used for more accurate decisions within the traffic system,
hence improving its overall performance.

2.2. The state of art
Urban traffic coordination with the purpose of reducing the environmental impact caused by
driving is often referred to as eco-driving. The state-of-the-art constitutes other research
projects and available commercial applications. This section gives a brief overview of the
available projects and applications.
2.2.1.

Projects

Eco-driving systems have been explored in several research projects. The European project
COSMO1 developed an eco-driving support application that was an enhanced version of
Fiat’s Blue&Me platform offering off-line recommendations to the drivers. The novelty is its
integration within the cooperative traffic management system, which allows displaying on-trip
recommendations to the driver on the vehicle HMI. Another innovation is its application on
public transport vehicles, which is tested in the Swedish2 Pilot Site.
The DriveC2X3 project developed several applications with the aim to show the effects of
both environmental benefits and traffic efficiency of eco-driving. Their use case showed that
drivers reacted to the information by reducing their speed in most cases. The application
GLOSA results showed a small reduction in fuel consumption and CO2 emission at the EUlevel. Reduced driver speeds using in-vehicle signage on speed limits and GLOSA increased
the delay in off-peak scenarios.
• The ecoMove 4 project has developed applications 5 based on cooperative
ITS (vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication), where vehicle
eco-relevant data is shared in real time between vehicles and traffic controllers as a
basis for fuel-efficient driving support and traffic management. The applications and
fleet and traffic management systems that the ecoMove project developed are

1

http://www.cosmo-project.eu
http://www.cosmo-project.eu/about-cosmo/pilot-sites/gothenburg/#_msocom_1
3
http://www.drive-c2x.eu/project
4
http://www.ecomove-project.eu
5
http://www.ecomove-project.eu/about-ecomove/applications/
2
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estimated to deliver overall > 10% fuel savings and CO2 emissions reduction in urban
networks. The applications are:
• eco-pre-Trip Planning 6 : advising optimal departure time and greenest route, in
combination with energy-relevant information about vehicle functions, for least impact
journey;
• ecoSmartDriving 7 : “virtual coach” providing dynamic green driving and routing
guidance as well as on trip tips to tune vehicle functions for minimum fuel use;
• ecoPostTrip8: personalised recommendations based on driving record for eco-driving
optimisation;
• ecoMonitoring: information derived from vehicles' post trip eco record is distributed in
a fully anonymous way to the traffic control centre, to identify energy black spots;
The ecoDriver9 project targets a 20% reduction of CO2 emissions and fuel consumption in
road transport by encouraging the adoption of green driving behaviour. The ecoDriver
system is installed on vehicles to assist drivers to drive in such a way that saves fuel and
reduces emissions. The system gives the driver on-trip and post-trip eco-driving advice
suited for the current road and traffic conditions.
The overall purpose of the ECOSTAND 10 project is to provide a common assessment
methodology for determining the impacts of ITS on energy efficiency and CO2 emissions.
One of the aims for the project was to reach an agreement on a classification and
characterization of the ITS applications. As a first step in the process, the applications have
been divided into six categories:
• Navigation and travel information
• Traffic management and control
• Demand and access management
• Driver behaviour change and eco-driving
• Logistics and fleet management
• Safety and emergency systems
The ICT Emissions project (http://www.ict-emissions.eu/) aims at developing a methodology
to assess the impacts of road transport ICT measures on CO2 by taking into account the
real-world driving and traffic behaviour in urban setting and validating the methodology on
existing real-world ICT applications in three cities.
2.2.2.

Commercial products

Commercial products provide a range of different type of information for example real-time
information about the current status of the vehicle, fuel efficiency etc. and off-line analysis of
the driving style to create diving improvement tips.
STR EcoDriving Lite11 is a challenge-based app that aims at assisting the driver to reduce
emissions while saving money on fuel. The application uses GPS data to calculate how
efficiently the driver is driving by factoring in speed, hard breakings and accelerations. At the

6

http://www.ecomove-project.eu/about-ecomove/subprojects/sp3/
http://www.ecomove-project.eu/about-ecomove/subprojects/sp3/
8
http://www.ecomove-project.eu/about-ecomove/subprojects/sp3/
9
http://www.ecodriver-project.eu
10
http://www.ecostand-project.eu
11
https://itunes.apple.com/se/app/str-ecodriving-lite/id598907505?mt=8
7
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end of the journey, the driver receives a green index score where the driver can save and
compare with previous journeys and share on Facebook. The app is available free for
iPhone and Android.
The FuelGood12 application tracks the drivers’ car journeys and reports to the driver if he/she
is driving inefficiently. When the driver reaches the end of the journey the application
provides a summary of the distance travelled, time taken, average miles per gallon and the
savings that could have been made by driving more efficiently. The app is available free for
iPhone and Android.
CarbonDiem13 uses GPS to automatically figure out whether the user is travelling by foot,
road, rail or air and shows the user their carbon emissions from transport as well as calories
burned by walking and cycling. The app is available free for Android.
The Fiat EcoDrive14 application connects the users car with their phone or computer and
uses analytics software to dissects the driving pattern of the user to suggest improvements.
The users driving data is transferred from the users Fiat to their phone or computer via a
USB, so their device can analyze their acceleration, deceleration, gear changes and speed.
The app is free via the manufacturer’s website.
Garmin ecoRoute15 eco-driving software uses the users Android smartphone as a real-time
diagnostic computer. The installed system monitors vehicle performance and provides
engine monitoring, sensor and gauge data, fuel efficiency and engine diagnostics.
The greenMeter 16 application computes the power and fuel usage of the vehicle and
evaluates the driving style to increase efficiency, reduce fuel consumption and cost and
lower the environmental impact of the vehicle. The results are displayed in real time that
allow continuous feedback to the driver.
EcoSpeed17 is another application that may be used to plan the most fuel-efficient route to
the desired destination. The application also monitors the driving style to provide the driver
with suggestions on how to save fuel.

2.3. User Needs, Customers & Stakeholders
2.3.1.

User needs & potential customers

The UTC application is a driver assistant solution that helps end-users driving in the most
efficient and eco-friendly manner, therefore, any organization that provide a similar or a
related services could be considered as potential stakeholder. Also, when choosing to have
the application as an embedded part of an on-board system, automotive companies and
after-market device providers are also enabled to become potential customers. The
application can also be run on an independent device such as a GPS navigator making
navigator providers’ potential customers.
2.3.1.

The end-user

The end-users of the UTC application are daily commuters or travellers. Because the
application aims to provide services to assist drivers with efficient and eco-friendly driving
assistance, taxi-drivers could also be viewed as beneficial end-users. General end-user
needs are identified as follows.

12

http://www.fuelgood.co.uk/index.html
https://www.carbondiem.com
14
http://www.fiat.com/ecodrive
15
http://www.garmin.com/ecoroute
16
http://www.greenmeter.com/about/
17
http://www.goecospeed.com
13
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• Saving money on fuel: There is an interest among the end-users to be able to easily
see the connection between their driving pattern and how it affects them financially.
• Gamification: Another phenomenon that we have seen is gamification elements in
some apps where the end-user has the option to track their driving patterns and
obtain points for every time they drive more eco-friendly.
• Social media: We have also seen the need to integrate a social media aspect in apps
developed for eco-driving. Here, there may be a need from end-users to share their
results with family and friends, and thus distinguish themselves on different social
networks.
• Improve as a driver: This is motivated by drivers such as to be more environmental
conscious or to save money on fuel.
2.3.1.

Stakeholders

Since the UTC application involves end devices, platform providers, service providers,
authorities, etc., there exist multiple stakeholders.
• End-users: Drivers interact directly with the UTC application. They use services
provided by the application for driving assistance.
• Swedish road administration (Trafikverket): Road administration is a public authority
that provides different services that are used by the UTC application. The quality of
the service, e.g., data accuracy, directly affects the UTC application.
• Public transport company (Västtrafik): Public transport services affect the general
traffic, especially the status of traffic lights. Reliable and real time public transport data
may provide valuable input for traffic light status estimation as well as general traffic
estimation.
•

The Gothenburg city: The city owns the road infrastructure, e.g., opening and closing
of the bridge. The UTC application may need information from the City for decisionmaking.

• Commercial service providers: The UTC application heavily relies on the commercial
services, such as map services (Google, Tomtom). Applications running in smart
phones, such as Waze, or other crowd sourcing data services may provide value
input for the application.

2.4.

Goals

Providing with situation-aware and eco-friendly driving guidance to the drivers contributes to
improving the driving comfort, the traffic efficiency, and also the emission reduction. To be
fully situation and eco-aware, real time aggregation of large amounts of traffic information is
necessary. Enabled by CHOReVOLUTION, this WP develops a situation and eco-aware
driving application and explores the potential of CHOReVOLUTION platform. Project goals
include:
• Research and investigation of the CHOReVOLUTION platform and how the platform
can contribute to intelligent transport applications,
• Research and investigation of the traffic services available in Sweden and how they
can be integrated within the CHOReVOLUTION platform,
• Research on the eco-efficiency of driving, e.g. the definition of eco-driving, the
evaluation of an eco-friendly route, etc.,
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• Development of a situation and eco-aware driving application that provides driving
assistance to drivers,
• Investigation and development of business models for eco-driving and the developed
application,
• Explorations on how such applications can be integrated with the on-going work of
cooperative intelligent transportation systems, such as how vehicle-to-vehicle
communications to be included in the application scope.

2.5. Application development process
The project involves a complete process of application development. Illustrated with the Vmodel in Figure 1, several stages of development are involvement. This corresponds to
different working tasks within this working package.
The application development starts with End-User Needs identification to understand the
demands of potential end-users. Followed this stage, a scenario is defined during the stage
Scenario Definition, where related functionalities are defined. Requirement Analysis then
identifies functional and non-functional requirements based on the scenario and
functionalities. This results into a specification document that includes the results from all
above-mentioned works. This deliverable corresponds to the WT 4.1 and serves as a
specification for the application that is to be developed by this WP.
Following the specification within this deliverable, a prototype of the application will be
developed and tested during the Implementation and Testing/Validation stages. This
corresponds to WT 4.2. Demonstration work will be done in WT 4.3, where the application
will be demonstrated in real-life environments.
As one important task, business analysis for the developed application will run throughout
the project. It is done by WT 4.2 and involves all stages within the V-model and aims to build
a promising business strategy for market start-up of the developed application. Detailed work
will be described in D4.4.

Figure 1 Application development process and related tasks and deliverables
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3. Relevant Facts on Data Sources
Development of an Urban Transport Coordination (UTC) application depends on various real
time traffic data that enable different services. For designing choreographies to coordinate
those services, we first need to identify the available data sources, the type of data that are
provided, as well as methods to access those data. We also identify a number of WSDL18
and REST [3] services that are interesting to be explored for application development.
Generally speaking, traffic related information services are managed by the Swedish national
road administration (Trafikverket) with all kinds of information on the road traffic. The national
road database (NVDB) provides all types of road data that may be used for traffic
coordination. The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) provides
weather forecast and extreme weather warning services. On the city level, the west Sweden
public transport company Västtrafik owns most of the information on local traffic including
busses, trams, etc. The Gothenburg city also owns data on the local infrastructures that will
affect the traffic such as the bridge opening services, the traffic light services.
Besides, community based traffic data is available through, e.g., Trafiklab19. Social network
based traffic data through, e.g., Waze20. Commercialized traffic data is available from, e.g.,
V-traffic21, Google map, Here maps. All information is considered for potential usage while
the focus is on the public and freely available data sources described below.

3.1. Swedish road administration (Trafikverket)
The Swedish road administration provides real-time traffic information through the DATEXII
database. DATEX II 22 is a EU standard that aims for data exchanges between traffic
management centers in Europe. It has been used by the Swedish road administration to
deliver traffic information to different external service providers. To access the data, an
individual person or an organization must sign the agreement with the Swedish road
administration. Traffic information is delivered in XML format and as a customer you choose
whether to receive information via Push or Pull service. There are mainly four types of data
available including traffic information, weather information, travel time and static data
services. To access to the data, end-users need to register and get a username and
password. A brief introduction is shown below and detailed information can be found in
Annex. A.
• Traffic information: This involves mostly dynamic traffic information from the road
traffic. Available data include:
o Accident
o Emergency information
o Ferry service
o Frost damage
o Rest area
o Road condition overview
o Road condition
o Road works
18

http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
www.trafiklab.se
20
www.waze.com
21
www.v-traffic.se
22
www.datex2.eu
19
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o Traffic message
• Weather:
• Travel time:
• Static data:
o Camera table
o CCTV table
o Location code table
o Measurements site table
o Road condition section
o Travel time and routes
o Data dictionary

3.2. Gothenburg public transportation (Västtrafik)
Västtrafik is the public transportation company for the west Swedish region. It owns the
information of all public transport including busses, regional trains, city trams, etc. Västtrafik
publish related data mainly through their public API. The information mostly concerns the
public transport timetable, real-time public transport situation, and potentially real-time bus
locations. To access the information, API keys are needed and can be acquired through
Västtrafik’s website. Detailed description can be found in Annex. B.

3.3. Gothenburg open data (Göteborg Öppna data)
The city of Gothenburg provides a number of data services that can be used for traffic
coordination. One of the most important ones is the bridge status. The bridge Göta Älvbron
connects the Gothenburg city center and the Hisingen Island. The bridge serves both road
traffic and public transport, and need to open time by time for ships to pass by. When the
bridge closes, the traffic from both directions needs to stop. Information on the status of the
bridge may be used for travel planning. To access the data, API keys are needed and can be
acquired through the open data website. The current available data services to be
considered include:
•

Bridge Service: Information on if the bridge is open or not.

•

Traffic Cameras: A number of traffic camera and real-time images provided by
the city.

•

Travel time service: Travel time estimation based on the chosen travel route.

3.4. Custom made open data
Beside the current available WSDL and REST services from Trafikverket, Västtrafik and
Göteborg Öppna data, this WP will explore the possibility to also include things as a first
class participant within the choreographies. It is expected that e.g. a traffic light or a bus stop
can be incorporated within the choreographies as things. Initially simulation models of the
traffic lights may be used. The simulation models can use the REST service that collects
data from the Västtrafik about the current status of how well a bus follows the timetable. The
time table data and possible deviations allows us to make predictions on when the bus will
arrive at the traffic light, and thus force the traffic light, to turn red for oncoming traffic from
other directions. Additionally, by incorporating things in terms of individuals, or bus
passengers, a crowd-sourcing mechanism that automatically identifies a group of people
moving close to each other in the same speed, that also correlate with the bus-line and its
stops, can be used to improve the model of the traffic light.
CHOReVOLUTION
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4. Situation and Eco-Aware Driving Application (SEADA)
4.1. Application description
Situation and eco-aware driving application aims to provide dynamic information and traffic
coordination services to drivers for the most eco-friendly and comfortable driving
experiences. The application will assist the drivers to make proper decisions.
The transport system is highly dynamic, where many factors may affect the transport
efficiency. To be situation and eco-aware, the driver needs all sorts of updated traffic
information to chose the optimal travel route that meets the requirements of the driver, e.g.
time, and also be economical and eco-friendly, e.g., reduce the fuel consumption. SEADA
provides different functionalities to deal with different dynamics in the traffic. Based on the
already available data sources and also those that potentially will appear in the near future,
we identify the following functionalities.

•

Situation and eco-aware route planning (SEARP): This function is used for
route planning based on the origin and destination information, and related traffic
information. Upon starting the vehicle, SEADA plans a situation-aware eco-friendly
route for the driver through SEARP. To do this, SEARP is realized by synthesizing a
suitable choreography that involves the collaboration of different services (either
existing third-party services or aptly developed services). Example of involved
services are location service, digital map services, human-machine-interaction (HMI)
services, real-time traffic information services, road operational information services,
weather services, road tolling information services, travel time services. The result is a
suggestion of eco-friendly travel route that satisfies the end-users demand for the time
being.
SEARP may also be triggered by different events when the current planned route is
considered not the best route.

•

Situation and eco-aware travel speed advisory (SEATSA): Once the vehicle is
on road, SEADA continuously gives the driver suggestions on the travel speed
through situation and eco-aware travel speed advisory function (SEATSA). SEATSA
is realized by synthesizing a suitable choreography that involves the collaboration of
different real-time traffic information services, travel time services, etc., and gives the
driver an optimal speed recommendation that can help the driver to keep a smooth
driving, thus lowering the emission.

•

Congestion warning and route re-planning (CWARP): During the trip, SEATSA
keeps checking the road congestion level. In the case heavy congestion appears and
detected, CWARP takes the current location as origin and recommends the driver
with alternative routes. This involves the SEARP functionality for new routes.

•

Green light optimized speed advisory (GLOSA): Upon approaching an
intersection with traffic lights, a speed suggestion will be given to the driver either to
catch the green light or to reduce speed to catch next green light through GLOSA.
GLOSA is realized by synthesizing a choreography that involves the collaboration of
real-time traffic information services, public transportation vehicle location services, if
available also infrastructure information services (road sensor, signal phase and
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timing, a.k.a. SPaT), and predicts timing for green light. This will help the driver to
avoid non-necessary brake-stop-start, thus reducing fuel consumption and emissions.

•

Accident warning and route re-planning (AWARP): Accidents usually
cause congestion. AWARP is realized by synthesizing a choreography that involves
the collaboration information from the real-time accident information services, realtime traffic information services, digital map services, location services, HMI services,
and warns the driver of accidents occur on the route. If necessary, it will trigger
SEARP for re-planning the travel route to avoid the accident area.

•

Bridge open warning and route re-planning (BOWARP): The Hisingen bridge
that connects the city center and the Hisingen island is one of the major roads with
traffic from both directions. Time by time it has to open for water traffic and road traffic
has to stop and wait. By utilizing the real-time status data of the bridge, it helps
vehicles to adjust their speeds in order to pass the bridge without stop and wait. If
necessary, the SEARP functionality will be called for calculating a new travel route.

SEADA aims to provide with the most eco-friendly and comfortable driving experiences
through synthesis of the choreography that involves the collaboration of several services
providing vast amounts of traffic information from the Internet. The CHOReVOLUTION
platform serves as an enabler for the SEADA application whose fundamental ability is to
automatically aggregates traffic information from different services.
Meanwhile, the
commonly used smart phone environment with the up-to-date technologies also serves as
the fundamental components of the system.
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Figure 2 Illustration of the SEADA concept

Figure 2 illustrates the concept of SEADA and its boundaries. SEADA includes two parts, the
navigation device and cloud services. Cloud services are enabled by the CHOReVOLUTION
platform and are hosted at the cloud. Cloud services accesses to traffic information from
different sources, e.g., Trafikverket, Västtrafik, the Gothenburg city, and commercial services
such as Google, Waze, NOKIA here, to automatically aggregate information. It also provides
computational intensive decision such as route calculation, eco-evaluation, etc. Navigation
device is the part that directly interacts with the driver. It sends information to the cloud and
receives driving assistance information from the cloud, and then shows the information to the
driver.
As shown in the figure, the application boundary lies between data sources and the SEADA
application. Data sources provide data based on definitions from the data providers. Certain
authentication procedures are usually needed for accessing the data. Accessing to web
services provided by Trafikverket requires username and password. Accessing to data
through API such as in the case of Västtrafik, the Gothenburg city and other commercial data
usually requires API keys that can be acquired from the providers. Within SEADA between
the cloud services and the navigation device, a certain level of encryption is needed to make
sure data exchanges over the Internet are authenticated. We acknowledge that SEADA has
a strong dependence on external data providers. Since data providers provide data sources
as it is, there is nothing that the project can set requirements on.

4.2. Actor identification
In general, as a driver-assisting application, SEADA involves all traffic actors and
stakeholders within the transport system, e.g., road users, infrastructure, and data providers.
Some of them are directly associated with the application such as road users, i.e., drivers,
while some interact with the application indirectly, such as public authorities. This section
clarifies the actors within the SEADA application, together with identification of services that
are needed for the application.
4.2.1.

People

SEADA is an application designed for eco-friendly driving, thus people in SEADA are endusers, e.g. drivers. SEADA is not targeting a specific group, while all general drivers can be
considered.
• Driver: In the following SEADA scenario, Sara is a daily commuter that drives to work
everyday. Sometimes she needs to drive from work to other places in the city to
attend meetings. Since she works on the Island in the city of Gothenburg, it is most
probable that her travel route will pass through the bridge that connects the city center
and the island.
4.2.2.

Things

The SEADA application also includes the following things.
• The navigation device (ND): In the SEADA scenario, the navigation device (ND) is
equipped with basic services such as Internet access, map services, location service,
human machine interaction services. It runs the SEADA application and assists Sara
during the trip. It may also equip with functionalities to interact with other NDs in the
neighborhood to coordinate the traffic.
• The traffic lights: Traffic lights control traffic at intersections. In the functionality of
GLOSA, SEADA aims to receive or estimate the traffic light status and give
instructions for drivers. It is also expected that traffic lights in the future will be smarter
CHOReVOLUTION
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that they can share the light statuses to vehicles so that vehicles can adjust their
speed.
• Public transport: Public transport, e.g., busses, trams, forms the major road
transport. In the city of Gothenburg, they also have priority at the intersections. The
location of public transport may be used for estimating the status of traffic lights,
congestion levels, etc.
4.2.3.

Services

For guiding the driver with an eco-aware route, SEADA relies on many basic services
residing at the navigation device, and many other traffic related services. We identify and list
the required services below with detailed description. Note that fields that are not relevant in
the table are marked as Not Applicable (NA).
• SEADA services: SEADA services are services that are used to realize SEADA
functionalities. They correspond to the major functionalities and other necessary data
processing and analysis functions.
SEADA: Situation and Eco-Aware Driving Application (SEADA-SEARP)
Description

SEADA-SEARP is responsible
suggestions to be shown for drivers.

for

generating

route

Provider

SEADA

Input

Origin and destination information

Output

Eco-friendly driving route

Interaction

SEADA-SEARP accepts input from drivers, requests traffic
information from all related services, generates route
information and sends back to drivers.

SEADA: SEATSA (SEADA-SEATSA)
Description

SEADA-SEATSA is responsible to generate travel speed
suggestions to the driver through analysis of road traffic.

Provider

SEADA

Input

NA

Output

Travel speed suggestion

Interaction

SEADA-SEATSA accesses all traffic related information to
generate travel speed suggestions for drivers to drive ecofriendly.

SEADA: CWARP (SEADA-CWARP)
Description

SEADA-CWARP is responsible to warn the driver about
potential congestions, and if necessary, also suggest
alternative routes.

Provider

SEADA

Input

NA

Output

Congestion warning and alternative routes

Interaction

SEADA-CWARP access real time traffic information services to
analyze potential congestions. If heavy congestion is detected,
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it will then call SEADA-SEARP for alternative route.
SEADA: GLOSA (SEADA-GLOSA)
Description

SEADA-GLOSA is responsible to help drivers to pass traffic
light efficiently by giving information on traffic light statuses.

Provider

SEADA

Input

NA

Output

Travel speed suggestion

Interaction

SEADA-GLOSA accesses traffic light information for predicting
traffic light statuses. It also access public transportation
information for real time bus locations for predicting traffic light
statuses.

SEADA: AWARP (SEADA-AWARP)
Description

SEADA-AWARP is responsible for warning drivers of road
accidents and if necessary suggest with new alternative routes.

Provider

SEADA

Input

NA

Output

Road accident warning and alternative route suggestion.

Interaction

SEADA-AWARP access real time road accident data and
evaluate impact on the current planned route. If necessary,
SEADA-AWARP calls SEADA-SEARP for alternative routes.

SEADA: BOWARP (SEADA-BOWARP)
Description

SEADA-BOWARP is responsible for dealing with bridge open.
It estimates the impact of bridge open for the current planned
route and if necessary, suggests drivers with alternative routes.

Provider

SEADA

Input

NA

Output

Bridge status information and suggestion of alternative routes.

Interaction

SEADA-BOWARP accesses bridge open status information to
check if bridge is open or close. If bridge is estimated to have
impact on the current route, it suggests with alternative routes.

SEADA: CROWD (SEADA-CROWD)
Description

SEADA-CROWD is responsible collecting SEADA data from
end users. Data can be used for various services such as
congestion analysis, accident reporting, etc.

Provider

SEADA

Input

NA

Output

Road traffic related information.

Interaction

SEADA-CROWD store and analyze information received from
SEADA application. Upon request from other services,
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SEADA-CROWD provides road traffic information according to
the crowd information.
Table 1 List of SEADA functional services

• Basic services: Basic services are those non-traffic information related services that
enable a proper function of SEADA. They include the communications service, map
services, navigation services, etc. The Basic services (BS) are explained below.
BS: Location service (BS-LOC)
Description

BS-LOC is a basic service that supports the ND to locate itself
in real-time. The commonly equipped GPS is a must. Also,
depending on the technologies available, it can also use
cellular networks to assist the positioning process. Mapmatching may also be included for more accurate locations.

Provider

ND

Input

GPS signal, Cellular network signal, Digital maps.

Output

Geographical coordinates that can be used by maps.

Interaction

Digital maps on the ND call BS-LOC for location estimation.

BS: Digital map service (BS-MAP)
Description

BS-MAP is a basic service that supports the ND to access to
digital maps. Map information can be both local and ondemand through Internet access. Map services such as Google
map are potentially to be used.

Provider

ND

Input

A specific area e.g. squared area or defined by coordinates
that is interest for the current route planning.

Output

Detailed map information, e.g. geographical information that
can be used for route planning and eco-evaluation.

Interaction

SEADA frequently calls BS-MAP for the purposes such as
route planning, driving guidance.

BS: Human machine interaction service (BS-HMI)
Description

BS-HMI includes services that provide interaction between
human and the ND. They may include on-screen display and
notification, audio notification, vibrating notification or other
methods.

Provider

ND

Input

Information from SEADA that needs to be conveyed to the
driver, such as driving guidance, accident warning, route rerouting.

Output

On-screen display, audio notification, vibrating notification, etc.

Interaction

SEADA requests BS-HMI to convey necessary information to
the driver.
Table 2 List of SEADA basic services
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• Weather services: Weather plays an important role in road transport planning,
especially when extreme weather happens. General weather forecast provide basic
information for travel route planning while extreme weather warning will help SEADA to
avoid bad road traffic conditions.
WS: Weather forecast service (WS-WEA)
Description

WS-WEA provides basic weather forecast services for SEADA
to estimate the impact on the road traffic.

Provider

The Swedish Metrological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI),
Trafikverket, others.

Input

NA

Output

General weather
temperature.

Interaction

SEADA calls WS-WEA for trip planning.

information,

such

as

sunny,

raining,

WS: Extreme weather warning service (WS-EWW)
Description

WS-EWW provides warning to public when extreme weather is
coming, such as thunderstorm and snowfall or any other
extreme conditions that may cause road traffic chaos.

Provider

SMHI, Trafikverket, others.

Input

NA

Output

Information on incoming extreme weather situations.

Interaction

SEADA interacts with WS-EWW for route planning, speed
adjustment, as well as route re-planning.
Table 3 List of SEADA services

• Dynamic traffic information services: Traffic information services include mostly
information that is directly related to road transport. The information comes from different
sources such as local and national traffic control centers, road administrators, public
transport companies, community based traffic data, social networks, and crowd sourcing.
We try to identify as much as possible of the available traffic information for the city of
Gothenburg, while we acknowledge that new sources of data may appear in the future.
For examples the City of Gothenburg may make the traffic light status available as open
data within a few years. Notice that services marked with * may not be available, while
their absence should have limited affects on the project.
DTS: TrV-Road condition overview service (DTS-TRV-CON-OV)
Description

DTS-TRV-CON-OV
road conditions.

Provider

Web services through DATEX database maintained by
Trafikverket

Input

Requests according to specification.

Output

Road condition information.

Interaction

SEADA requests information on road condition for route
planning related functionalities.
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DTS: TrV-Road condition service (DTS-TRV-CON)
Description

DTS-TRV-CON provides regularly updated information about
road conditions from traffic management’s assessment based
on camera images, weather forecasts and information reported
by contractors of Trafikverket.

Provider

Web services through DATEX database maintained by
Trafikverket

Input

Requests according to specification.

Output

Information contains roads closed, weather related road
conditions etc.

Interaction

SEADA requests information on road condition for route
planning related functionalities.

DTS: TrV-Road accident service (DTS-TRV-ACC)
Description

DTS-TRV-ACC
information.

provides

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Information contains road accidents and related road situation
such as road closures.

Interaction

SEADA requests information on road accident information for
route planning and re-planning.

through

up-to-date

DATEX

accident

database

related

maintained

by

DTS: TrV-Road works service (DTS-TRV-RW)
Description

DTS-TRV-RW
information.

provides

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket.

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Information contains road works related information such as
location, and related road situation such as road closures
because of roadworks.

Interaction

SEADA requests information on road works information for
route planning and re-planning.

through

up-to-date

DATEX

accident

database

related

maintained

by

DTS: TrV-Traffic messages service (DTS-TRV-TM)
Description

DTS-TRV-TM provides information include convoy driving,
unforeseen obstructions, queue warning, etc.

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket.

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Information described as above.
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Interaction

SEADA requests and analyses traffic message for route
planning and re-planning.

DTS: TrV-Frost damage service (DTS-TRV-FD)
Description

DTS-TRV-FD provides information on the reduction of bearing
capacity of the road.

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket.

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Information contains the route, start time and limitations of the
gross weight.

Interaction

SEADA requests information on frost damage if relevant for
route planning and re-planning.

through

DATEX

database

maintained

by

DTS: TrV-Emergency information service (DTS-TRV-EMERG)
Description

DTS-TRV-EMERG provides information on emergencies that
may affect the traffic.

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket.

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Emergency events.

Interaction

SEADA requests information on emergencies for route
planning and re-planning.

through

DATEX

database

maintained

by

DTS: TrV-Travel time service (DTS-TRV-TT)
Description

DTS-TRV-TT provides travel times dynamic data for the
Gothenburg area.

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket.

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Travel times dynamic data.

Interaction

SEADA requests travel times data for travel time estimation.

through

DATEX

database

maintained

by

DTS: VST-Bus location service (DTS-VST-BL)*
Description

DTS-VST-BL provides estimation of public transportation bus
locations.

Provider

Text data provided by Västtrafik on the real-time bus locations.

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Location data for busses.

Interaction

SEADA requests bus locations for estimation of traffic lights
status.

DTS: GOT-Bridge open service (DTS-GOT-BO)
Description

DTS-GOT-BO provides information about the status of the
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bridge that connects the city center and the island.
Provider

The Gothenburg city open data.

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Status of the Bridge, e.g. open or close.

Interaction

SEADA requests the bridge status for route planning or replanning.

DTS: WAZE (DTS-WAZE)*
Description

DTS-WAZE provides road traffic information provided by the
crowd sourcing application WAZE.

Provider

WAZE API

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Road traffic information.

Interaction

SEADA requests road traffic information for better estimation of
route planning.

DTS: V-TRAFIK (DTS-V)*
Description

DTS-V provides road traffic information provided by the
commercial products V-traffic.

Provider

V-Traffic API.

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Road traffic information.

Interaction

SEADA requests road traffic information for better estimation of
route planning.

DTS: GOOGLE (DTS-G)*
Description

DTS-G provides road traffic information provided by Google
maps.

Provider

Google maps.

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Road traffic information.

Interaction

SEADA requests road traffic information for better estimation of
route planning.

DTS: HERE (DTS-HERE)*
Description

DTS-HERE provides road traffic information provided by
NOKIA HERE maps.

Provider

NOKIA HERE maps.

Input

Request according to specification.

Output

Road traffic information.

Interaction

SEADA requests road traffic information for better estimation of
route planning.
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Table 4 List of dynamic traffic services

• Static information services: To facilitate the traffic information dissemination, there
is static information that is defined to describe such as road networks, data dictionaries.
Those data are needed for successfully understanding the dynamic traffic information.
The major ones that are available from Trafikverket are discussed as follows.
META: TrV-Location code table publication (META-TRV-LCT)
Description

META-TRV-LCT provides location code and object that is
associated.

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket.

Input

Location code

Output

Reference to the road network and information about direction.

Interaction

If needed, SEADA may use location code to get information
about the road segment.

through

DATEX

database

maintained

by

META: TrV-Weather posts (META-TRV-WP)
Description

META-TRV-WP provides weather post information and related
measurements.

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket

Input

Request according to DATEX specification.

Output

Location and weather measurements.

Interaction

SEADA request weather information for route planning or replanning.

through

DATEX

database

maintained

by

META: TrV-Road condition sections (META-TRV-RCS)
Description

META-TRV-RCS provides information on road condition
sections and position.

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket.

Input

Request according to DATEX specification.

Output

Information on road condition section and position.

Interaction

SEADA requests road condition sections information for
interpreting other traffic information services.

through

DATEX

database

maintained

by

META: TrV-Travel time routes (META-TRV-TTR)
Description

META-TRV-TTR provides information on travel time routes.

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket.

Input

Request according to DATEX specification.

Output

Information on travel time routes sections, length, coordinates,
etc.

Interaction

SEADA requests travel time routes information for interpreting
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other traffic information services.
META: TrV-Data dictionary level B (META-TRV-DDB)
Description

META-TRV-DDB provides information Swedish translations for
level B data dictionary.

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket.

Input

Request according to DATEX specification.

Output

Level B dictionary.

Interaction

SEADA requests level B dictionary for interpreting traffic
information.

through

DATEX

database

maintained

by

META: TrV-Data dictionary level C (META-TRV-DDC)
Description

META-TRV-TTR provides Swedish translations for level C data
dictionary.

Provider

Web service
Trafikverket.

Input

Request according to DATEX specification.

Output

Level C dictionary.

Interaction

SEADA requests level C dictionary for interpreting traffic
information.

through

DATEX

database

maintained

by

Table 5 List of traffic services for meta data

4.3. Scenario specification
The scenario for SEADA is defined for Sara who is a common road user, e.g., a daily
commuter, a traveller, who is traveling from an origin place to a destination place through the
city. Urban traffic has unique characteristics and usually involves a mixture of different
situations. Both high-speed road and low-speed traffic are involved, and typical urban
situations such as congestion; intersections with or without traffic lights; road works are
common during the trip. Depending on the data availability, the SEADA scenario will take
care of typical traffic situations during the whole trip. It will provide the driver with guidance
on route planning, speed advisory and help the driver deal with road dynamics. The aim is to
make the trip fully situation and eco-aware and to achieve the most eco-friendly driving
experience, while satisfying the driver’s schedule demand.
Three major parts are required to realize the scenario using the CHOReVOLUTION. The first
is to coordinate the collaboration of all the involved services. This is done through the
synthesis of Coordination Delegates as described in Deliverable D6.1 [2]. The second part is
the dynamic adaptation to deal with changes in the choreography specification (e.g., addition
and removal of choreography tasks, or choreography non functional requirements), and/or
changes in the involved participant services (e.g., service addition and removal, service
unavailability, service version upgrade) in such a way that the choreography remains in
place.
The third part concerns the application of security-centric filtering policies that are specified
by the designer and are actuated by the synthesized CHOReVOLUTION Security Filters.
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The latter dictates how to filter the interaction protocol of participant services with respect to
different cross-boundary and multi-organization security requirements.
In other words, Filters can be synthesized to force different roles based on different
application security contexts: the matching rule implemented by the filter can vary at runtime. Expected application contexts will imply dynamic adaptation and evolution without the
need to re-synthesize the filters.
As better detailed in Deliverable D6.1 [2], in order to enable dynamic adaptation and crossfederation security enforceability at the service level, Adapters and Filters can be configured,
monitored, controlled, and managed at run time by choreography operators and identity &
security managers. Adapters and Filters are, then, supplied in order to manage both servicerole protocol interoperability and security interoperability issues.
In particular a Filter provides a management interface to be queried:
• for the list of service attributes (proxifying information from Adapter/Service);
• for the global service status (monitoring);
• for a list of played roles (proxifying information from Adapter/Service);
• for a list of supported application contexts;
• to force a specific application context.
Moreover, Filters deal with security aspects enforcing the authorization control. They take
care of evaluating the existence of a valid “security token” or “federation”. The access is
validated against the “federation server”. The result of an authorization process will affect the
service application context (e.g., authenticated access, federated access, (un)authorized
access).
The CHOReVOLUTION approach is highly suitable as a platform for the traffic application
since the characteristics of the traffic data, heterogeneous and temporal, since it is designed
to handle data with those characteristics. It also has the abilities to adapt to both short term
and long term changes. For example the destination provided by the end-user may change
or the dynamic change of the availability of a road segment. Changes may also concern
dynamic coordination of temporal services present only during certain events, road
segments, etc. This also requires a high security level to ensure high reliability and
availability of the application.
Beside security reliable and up to date information is required to enable real-time eco driving
instructions and eco-aware route planning support for drivers. It is desirable to provide the
driver with vivid information about the current traffic situation to allow safe and efficient
maneuvering of the vehicles. Meanwhile the details regarding update frequency and sensor
reading accuracy will be investigated.
Figure 3 shows an illustration of a trip planned by Sara. In the scenario, Sara plans to drive
through the city for a meeting. In the beginning, the ND takes care of the route planning
through SEARP according to the destination address Sara provides. While on the road, the
ND gives traffic guidance to Sara according to the traffic situation to allow Sara to drive
comfortable and eco-friendly. Recommended speeds are advised to Sara during the whole
trip through SEATSA based on the real-time traffic information. Meanwhile, when
approaching an intersection with traffic lights, GLOSA gives suggestions to catch the green
lights. Many different situations may arise during the trip. Some are location based, while
others are event based. SEADA evaluates the situation and the influences on the current
trip, together with Sara’s preferences. Based on predefined rules, SEADA uses SEARP for
calculating a new route based on the current situation. The scenario considers events such
as heavy congestion, road accident, and bridge open. All those situations may trigger
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SEARP for a new route, depending on the situation impact. Upon those situations, Sara
confirms the re-routing and continues drive by following instructions.
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Figure 3 Illustration of the scenario

A flow diagram of the scenario is illustrated in Figure 4 and a step-by-step description is
presented in Table 5.1. Notice that steps with * indicate potential risks and will depend on the
data availability.
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Figure 4 SEADA scenario diagram

Step

Description

Start

Sara is planning to drive through the city to have a meeting.

1

Upon starting the car, the navigation device is activated either automatically
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or by the driver and waits for destination input. Human machine interaction
(HMI) services such as display and audio notification are involved.
2

The driver inputs the starting address, the destination address, and any
other preferences for the route. Notice that starting address can also be
detected by location services within the navigation device.

3

Upon receiving the origin-destination information, the navigation device first
calls location services to verify the current location, and then invokes digital
maps services for locating the destination.

4

Based on the digital map, the origin-destination information, the navigation
device starts the SEARP functionality. Firstly an initial set of candidate
routes are calculated.

5

For each of the candidate routes, SEARP firstly invokes the roadwork traffic
service to check if there are roadworks on the route, and if so evaluate how
the roadworks will affect the traffic flow.

6

If the roadworks cause road closure, or very slow traffic at the roadwork
site, SEARP drops the route and moves to next candidate route and
repeats from step 6. Otherwise, continue to next step.

7

SEARP calls the accident service to check if the considered route has any
traffic accidents associated with it. If a road segment within the route is
closed because of traffic accident, or the traffic is very slow at the accident
site, SEARP drops the route and moves to next candidate route and
repeats from step 6. Otherwise, continue to next step.

8

SEARP calls all other relevant traffic services to collect information for
optimal route choices. Traffic services may include those from the road
administration database such as travel time services, road condition
services, frost damage services, and traffic message services. They may
also include various commercial services from social networks such as
Waze.

9

Based on the information collected for the current traffic situation, SEARP
calculates an eco-aware route and sends to the ND for visualization.

10

Once the route is chosen, the navigation device starts the navigating
process. This will involve constant update of locations through location
services and navigation through HMI services such as route display and
audio services for route display, speed reminder, and other information
services.

11

While driving on the road, SEATSA calls relevant traffic services for
updated road traffic estimation and then gives speed advisory for drivers to
keep a better control of the driving behavior such as less sudden
acceleration, deceleration, stop, thus minimizing the fuel consumption and
CO2 emission. This process will be active throughout the trip.

12 *

While driving on the road, the navigation device calls digital map service for
geographical information. When approaching an intersection with traffic
lights, GLOSA calls related information for traffic light estimation. The
related services include traffic light services if the information is available.
Public transport location services such as buss location services are also
relevant in the city of Gothenburg, since busses have priorities for green
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light.
13 *

The driver follows instructions from the navigation device to pass through
intersections with GLOSA.

14

The planned route includes a bridge that connects the city center and the
major island in Gothenburg. While approaching the bridge, BOWARP starts
checking the bridge status through calling the bridge open services.

15

If it is estimated that the bridge will close when the vehicle arrives, a rerouting procedure will be initialized. A reminder will be issued for the driver
to take actions.

16

The driver confirms the re-routing process and the navigation device
initializes SEARP with the current location as the origin and starts a rerouting process, i.e., repeating steps from the step 3.

17

While driving on the road, AWARP checks emergency information
frequently.

18

An accident is reported to the road administration and the location is on the
planned route. The navigation device reminds the driver about the incident
and requests for further action.

19

The driver confirms the re-routing process and the navigation device
initializes SEARP with the current location as the origin and starts a rerouting process, i.e., repeating steps from the step 3.

20

While driving on the road, CWARP calls related services to estimate the
congestion level. Heavy congestion is detected at a road segment on the
current travel route. A congestion notification is issued to the driver with
choices for re-routing.

21

The driver confirms the re-routing choice and the navigation uses the
current location as origin and starts a re-routing process, i.e. repeating
steps from the step 3.

22

The driver arrives at the destination.
Table 6 Step by step description of SEADA scenario

4.4. List of Use Cases (UC)
Based on the functionalities of SEADA and the above scenario specification, a list of use
cases are identified and described.
Use case: Human machine interaction
Number

01

Key

UC-01-HMI

Description

Drivers input origin and destination into the device. The device shows
navigation route and guidance through on-screen display. The device
also gives warnings to the driver and asks for confirmation from the
driver.

Actors

Driver, ND

Frequency

During the whole trip and navigation process.
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Use case: Travel route generation
Number

02

Key

UC-02-TRG

Description

SEADA generates a set of primary travel routes according to the origin
and destination information. This can be done both locally and at the
cloud.

Actors

ND (supported by cloud functionalities)

Frequency

Upon request from the driver or internal functionalities with origin and
destination information.

Use case: Traffic information aggregation
Number

03

Key

UC-03-TIA

Description

SEADA aggregate traffic information from different sources, e.g.
Trafikverket, SHMI, Västtrafik, for route evaluation. Aggregation
processes happen at the cloud side.

Actors

ND (supported by cloud functionalities)

Frequency

Upon request from internal functionalities from SEADA.

Use case: Eco-route evaluation
Number

04

Key

UC-04-ERE

Description

For a given route and related traffic information, SEADA calculate the
eco-level for the route. Calculations are done at the cloud side.

Actors

ND (supported by cloud functionalities)

Frequency

Upon request from internal functionalities from SEADA.

Use case: Road works evaluation and warning
Number

05

Key

UC-05-RWW

Description

SEADA evaluates the impact of road works on the travel route. If
necessary, SEADA inform the driver with alternative route.

Actors

ND (supported by cloud functionalities)

Frequency

Upon request from internal functionalities from SEADA.

Use case: Road accident evaluation and warning
Number

06

Key

UC-06-ACC

Description

SEADA evaluate the influences when an accident is detected that may
affect the travel plan. If necessary, a warning will be issued and an
alternative travel route will be present for confirmation.
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Actors

ND (support by cloud functionalities)

Frequency

Upon road accident or request from internal functionalities from
SEADA.

Use case: Situation and eco-aware travel speed advisory
Number

07

Key

UC-07-TSA

Description

SEADA recommends travel speed to the driver based on traffic
situation. During heavy congestion, SEADA recommends new travel
routes.

Actors

ND (support by cloud functionalities)

Frequency

Time based, and upon heavy congestion.

Use case: Green light optimal speed advisory
Number

08

Key

UC-08-GLOSA

Description

SEADA recommends maneuvers and travel speed when approaching
intersections with traffic lights.

Actors

ND, Traffic lights, Public transport

Frequency

Upon approaching intersection with traffic lights

Use case: Bridge open aware route re-planning
Number

09

Key

UC-09-BRG

Description

SEADA checks with bridge open status and if necessary recommends
alternative route to avoid the bridge open.

Actors

ND, Bridge

Frequency

Upon approaching the bridge
Table 7 List of SEADA use cases

4.5. Security analysis
First of all, SEADA in general is a mobile application, and some generic vulnerabilities
needs to be taken into account during the development phase. General references
include e.g., OWASP Top 10 Mobile Risks23, ENISA: top ten Smartphone Risks24.
Some best practices that can be referred to are OWASP Secure Mobile Development
Guidelines25, Smartphone Secure Development Guidelines26.

23

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Mobile_Security_Project#tab=Top_10_Mobile_Risks
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/Resilience-and-CIIP/critical-applications/smartphone-security1/top-ten-risks
25
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Mobile_Security_Project#tab=Secure_Mobile_Development
26
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/Resilience-and-CIIP/critical-applications/smartphone-security1/smartphone-secure-development-guidelines
24
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The perimeter of this security analysis is focused on SEADA Client application. As SEADA
cloud services will be based on the CHOReVOLUTION platform, its security analysis will be
done in Deliverable D6.1.
In order to define security requirements, a threat analysis was conducted in order to
summarize the main threats and to identify the security requirements to be taken into
account by the use case.
Only the specific part of the use case development is analyzed here. The threat analysis of
external services (for example, the data provided by public transport companies) is not done
because the information is not available and it is not in the scope of CHOReVOLUTION. For
the CHOReVOLUTION platform, the specific threat analysis is described in D6.1.
4.5.1.

Threats Analysis

Method description
In order to identify threats towards the Use Case, we have used the Microsoft Security
Development Lifecycle (SDL) threat modeling approach, commonly referred to as STRIDE27.
STRIDE is an acronym for Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial
of Service, and Elevation of Privilege, which constitute the main threats to computer
systems. The threats have been derived from the corresponding primary security attributes.
STRIDE is a classification scheme for characterizing known threats according to the kinds of
exploit that are used (or motivation of the attacker).
This approach is also used in the other Use Case (deliverable D5.1 [1]) and for the
CHOReVOLUTION platform (deliverable D6.1 [2]) to identify the main threats.
The different steps to follow are:
• To draw a data flow overview with data stores, flows, boundaries, processes and
users/interactors.
• To identify, for each of these components, the relevant threat types to be considered.
For these 2 steps, Microsoft Threat Modeling Tool 2014 was used. The results are given in
the following section 4.5.2.
4.5.2.

Security threats

Data flow overview
Base on Figure 2, the following schema was drawn. This schema is not totally complete
because the design of the use case is not finish. So, this schema is more generic and shows
the main kinds of interaction defined at this step.

27

STRIDE - Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service, and Elevation of Privilege
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/cc163519.aspx
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Figure 5 Flow diagram for UTC scenario

Data stores:
The data flow diagram contains three stores that are devices:
1. Public transport: it contains all data sent by buses.
2. Traffic lights: it contains all information sent by the different traffic lights impacting
the traffic jam.
3. Navigation device – SEADA Client: it contains the application developed in the
context of the use case for the end user (the driver) and is deployed on a common
device like a smartphone.
Flows:
The data flow diagram contains three primary flows:
1. Http flows: A part of external actors use http protocol to exchange information throw
web services or with web applications.
2. Https flows: In some cases, external actors request https protocol in order to protect
confidential data.
3. Human usage: This flow is about the human interaction between the end user and an
application running on his smartphone for example.
Processes:
In the perimeter of this use case, no process was identified. As soon as the design will be
more defined, different processes could be added (a SEADA server for example).
Interactors/users:
The data flow diagram contains two kinds of interactors/users.
1. The first one is the different services offered by external entities to SEADA
application. In the figure above, only provider were mentioned:
a. Västtrafic gives in real time bus location.
b. Trafikverkert gives dynamic information about the traffic.
c. Göteborg Stad gives open data with, for example, the status of the bridge.
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d. Google Here maps offers different kind of services like maps.
e. Waze gives traffic jam information based on data provided by a driver
community.
2. The second one is the end-user using SEADA application. In this case, the user is a
human.
4.5.3.
Analysis
In this section the main threats are listed. This list was computed by the tool and, for each
threat, a decision was made if the threat is applicable or not. In Table 8 the major STRIDE
threats and security properties are listed. Notice that only the white cells are relevant to
SEADA. Also in Table 9, a detailed list of potential threats is presented. To deal with the
security threats, security requirements are defined in next chapter as part of the nonfunctional requirements.
Threat
Spoofing
Tampering
Repudiation
Information disclosure
Denial of service
Elevation of privilege

Property we want
Authentication
Integrity
Nonrepudiation
Confidentiality
Availability
Authorization

Table 8 List of STRIDE threats and security properties

ID

Threat

T001 Spoofing of

Destination Data
Store Navigation
Device - SEADA
Client

T002 Lower Trusted

Subject Updates
Logs

T003 Data Logs from
an Unknown
Source

T004 Weak Access
Control for a
Resource

Category

Description

Spoofing is when a
process or entity is
something other than
its claimed identity.
Examples include
substituting a process,
a file, website or a
network address.

Navigation Device - SEADA
Client may be spoofed by an
attacker and this may lead to
data being written to the
attacker's target instead of
Navigation Device - SEADA
Client. Consider using a
standard authentication
mechanism to identify the
destination data store.
If you have trust levels, is
anyone other outside of the
highest trust level allowed to
log? Letting everyone write to
your logs can lead to
repudiation problems. Only
allow trusted code to log.
Do you accept logs from
unknown or weakly
authenticated users or
systems? Identify and
authenticate the source of the
logs before accepting them.
Improper data protection of
Navigation Device - SEADA
Client can allow an attacker to
read information not intended
for disclosure. Review
authorization settings.

Repudiation threats
involve an adversary
denying that
something happened.

Repudiation threats
involve an adversary
denying that
something happened.
Information disclosure
happens when the
information can be
read by an
unauthorized party.
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T005 Spoofing of

Source Data
Store Navigation
Device

T006 External Entity

SEADA
Chorevolution
platform
Potentially Denies
Receiving Data

T007 Spoofing of

Source Data
Store Navigation
Device - SEADA
Client

T008 Weak Access
Control for a
Resource

Spoofing is when a
process or entity is
something other than
its claimed identity.
Examples include
substituting a process,
a file, website or a
network address.
Repudiation threats
involve an adversary
denying that
something happened.

Spoofing is when a
process or entity is
something other than
its claimed identity.
Examples include
substituting a process,
a file, website or a
network address.
Information disclosure
happens when the
information can be
read by an
unauthorized party.

Navigation Device - SEADA
Client may be spoofed by an
attacker and this may lead to
incorrect data delivered to
SEADA Chorevolution
platform. Consider using a
standard authentication
mechanism to identify the
source data store.
SEADA Chorevolution
platform claims that it did not
receive data from a process
on the other side of the trust
boundary. Consider using
logging or auditing to record
the source, time, and
summary of the received data.
Navigation Device - SEADA
Client may be spoofed by an
attacker and this may lead to
incorrect data delivered to
Human User. Consider using a
standard authentication
mechanism to identify the
source data store.
Improper data protection of
Navigation Device - SEADA
Client can allow an attacker to
read information not intended
for disclosure. Review
authorization settings.

X

X

X

X

Table 9 List of potential threats
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5. SEADA requirements
The use case requirements are specified using the template introduced in Deliverable D6.1
[2]. The fields in the requirement specification includes:
• ID – a unique identification of the requirement.
• Priority – determines the importance of the requirement as defined in D6.1.
• Source – indicates the origin of the given requirement.
• Version – indicates the evolution of the requirement.
• Verification – specifies the method that should be used to verify the requirements.
• Ownership – specifies the WP or Task that is responsible for the given requirement.
• Description – provides the explanation of the requirement.
• Comment – includes any additional information, e.g., references or examples, etc.
• Rationale – a clear statement why the requirement has been specified.
• Assessment – describe how the requirement should be verified.
The current requirement specifications are not the final version and will be subject to future
refinements.

5.1. Functional requirements

ID

APP-F-01

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

I

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL be a smart phone application, e.g. iOS or Android.

Comment

Smart phones provide the most viable environment for SEADA. This
requirement relates to all defined use cases.

Rationale

SEADA needs to be hosted with a portable device that can provide
basic services, e.g. location, Internet access, and HMI. This
requirement relates to all use cases.

Assessment

Visual investigation that SEADA runs properly at a smart phone
environment.

ID

APP-F-02

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL be able to access GPS coordinates provided by the
ND.

Comment

Positioning provides geographical coordinates. The coordinates are
used by various functionalities of SEADA.
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Rationale

ND needs accurate GPS coordinates to locate the vehicle, to plan the
travel route, to deal with location based events, etc. This requirement
relates to all defined use cases.

Assessment

Testing the correctness of the output GPS coordinates, e.g., through
map positioning.

ID

APP-F-03

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL be able to access internet through ND.

Comment

Internet access such as through WiFi, 3G, LTE provide data connection
for the ND to access map information, cloud services, etc.

Rationale

SEADA needs Internet access to send and receive information from the
cloud system for providing driving assistance suggestions to the driver.
It also needs to use Internet access to update maps. This requirement
relates to all use cases.

Assessment

Follow wireless connection testing procedures such as successful
internet access through ping command, or data download.

ID

APP-F-04

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

I, T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL be able to access digital maps.

Comment

Digital map is the basic requirement for navigation. It may be provided
through e.g. Google map, Openstreet map.

Rationale

SEADA functionalities need to access digital maps for e.g. route
planning. HMI services are mostly through digital maps. This
requirement relates to all use cases. This requirement relates to all
UCs.

Assessment

Testing the availability of maps through locating a specific address.

ID

APP-F-05

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL allow drivers to type in travel details, e.g., origin and
destination, through e.g., touch screen.

Comment

Travel details are the input from drivers that are used for calculating
routes. Origin may also be identified by GPS.

Rationale

SEADA takes the travel details and calculates travel routes. This
requirement relates to UC-01-HMI.

Assessment

Testing if the input is correctly interpreted by SEADA, e.g., if the
addresses are correctly shown in the map.
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ID

APP-F-06

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL be able to warn the driver on occasions through e.g.,
on-screen display or via voice.

Comment

Warning and voice reminder are common within human machine
interaction.

Rationale

For relevant events, SEADA sends warnings and reminders to the
driver through HMI services. This requirement relates to UC-01-HMI,
UC-05-RWW, UC-06-ACC, and UC-09-BRG.

Assessment

Testing through simulation of events, such as roadworks or accidents.

ID

APP-F-07

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL be able to provide routes according to the origin and
destination information.

Comment

Route calculation will be at the cloud side. Origin information may be
from the driver input or from the internal functionalities.

Rationale

Given any origin and destination, SEADA can provide potential travel
routes. This requirement relates to UC-02-TRG, UC-06-ACC, UC-07TSA, and UC-09-BRG.

Assessment

Testing with an input of origin and destination and check if proper
routes information is given.

ID

APP-F-08

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

I, T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL be able to present the travel route with information such
as estimated travel time, eco-efficiency level.

Comment

On-screen display with proper information of the travel route.

Rationale

SEADA displays the driving route, together with related information
during navigation. This requirement relates to UC-01-HMI, UC-07-TSA,
and UC-08-GLOSA.

Assessment

Testing by input of origin and destination, visual inspection that the
relevant information is presented through on-screen display.

ID

APP-F-09

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

I, T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL be able to navigate according to the current planned
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route by on-screen display and voice guidance.
Comment

On screen display shows the current route, driving direction, next
turning, etc., while voice guidance allows the driver to focus on driving.

Rationale

SEADA provides navigation information through HMI services. This
requirement relates to all UCs except UC-02-TRG and UC-03-TIA.

Assessment

Testing with the input of origin and destination, inspecting the visual
effects and correctness of navigation through realistic driving.

ID

APP-F-10

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

I, T, A

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL be able provide real time travel speed advisory
throughout the trip.

Comment

Travel speed is estimated based on the current traffic situation with
considerations on the speed limits and eco-efficiency.

Rationale

SEADA display the recommended speed throughput the trip. This
requirement relates to UC-01-HMI and UC-07-TSA.

Assessment

Inspecting the visual effects, testing the correctness and analyzing if the
recommended speed is reasonable.

ID

APP-F-11

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

I, T, A

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHOULD be able to provide traffic light status through e.g., onscreen display. It SHOULD be able to give corresponding driving
assistance suggestions.

Comment

If traffic lights statuses are known beforehand, the vehicle is able to
adjust the speed properly to catch the green lights.

Rationale

SEADA displays the estimation of traffic light status and gives
recommendations. This requirement relates to UC-01-HMI and UC-08GLOSA.

Assessment

Inspecting the visual effects, testing the correctness and analyzing if the
recommended speed is reasonable.

ID

APP-F-12

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

I, T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL allow drivers to confirm or reject any driving assistance
suggestions, e.g., route, speed.

Comment

It is the driver that takes control all the time. SEADA only provides with
suggestions.

Rationale

For any cases that need confirmation from the driver, SEADA present
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options for the driver to accept or reject the suggestion.
Assessment

Verifying the visual effects, testing the proper function.

ID

APP-F-13

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL be able to access all available traffic services upon
request from SEADA functionalities.

Comment

Traffic services include those from Trafikverket, Västtrafik, the
Gothenburg city, and other commercial traffic services.

Rationale

All functionalities of SEADA are built on the available traffic services
and data. SEADA needs the data to perform various tasks, e.g. route
planning, accident warning. This REQUIREMENT relates to UC-03-TIA.

Assessment

Testing the accessibility and correctness of the traffic information
according to the related service specification.

ID

APP-F-14

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

A

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHALL be able to evaluate and quantify the eco-efficiency of a
given route.

Comment

Eco-efficiency means how eco-friendly the route is. The definition of
eco-efficiency will be part of the research.

Rationale

SEADA evaluates for each available route and ranks them according to
the eco-efficiency and chooses the best one. This REQUIREMENT
relates to UC-04-ERE.

Assessment

Analyzing the eco-effects on the chosen route and comparing with
SEADA output.

ID

APP-F-15

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

T, A

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

Each service provided by SEADA (in terms of concrete service or filter)
SHALL provide a SOAP/REST management interface to pre-authorized
users.

Comment

This management interface will permit to a choreography operator to
interact with services through the Identity Manager web console.

Rationale

Every SEADA service management interface should provide features
to:
• enable/disable the service itself;
• force an application context;
• retrieve all the application contexts supported by the queried service;
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• retrieve the role played by the service;
• retrieve service profile attributes including endpoints and WSDL;
• retrieve global service status.
Assessment

Verify the requirement logging into the Identity Manager web console as
Choreography Operator and performing all available service
management operations.
Log-in with a different user and verify that no service management
operation is permitted.
Table 10 List of SEADA functional requirements

5.2. Non-functional requirements
ID

APP-NF-01

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

I, T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHOULD not provide outdated information

Comment

Traffic information that is out of date should be neglected and not taken
into account while calculating the eco-efficiency.

Rationale

To maintain high reliability of the SEADA application the presented ecoefficient routes should be taking only relevant information into account.

Assessment

Verifying the displayed information is up-to-date through inspection and
testing.

ID

APP-NF-02

Priority

HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

I, T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHOULD provide to the end-user about the current traffic
situation in a comfortable and acceptable way.

Comment

Via the HMI the driver will receive information that makes the driver
conscious about the SEADA application and that the provided
information is valid and relevant

Rationale

By continuously presenting information about the traffic situation the
SEADA application always provides the latest and most relevant
information and thus minimizing the risk of presenting outdated
information.

Assessment

Testing the comfort and acceptability by experiments with different
drivers.

ID

APP-NF-03

Priority

HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0
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Verification

T

Description

SEADA SHOULD be able to follow the current route if no further
instructions are issued.

Comment

It may happen that connections to the cloud services affected by
software reliability, wireless connections, etc. SEADA at the navigation
devices side should be able to deal with it.

Rationale

Software reliability and wireless connection are factors that may affect
the real-time navigation.

Assessment

Test with temporary service or wireless network disconnection.

ID

APP-NF-04

Priority

HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

I, T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, T4.3

Description

SEADA SHOULD be able to handle large number of users.

Comment

SEADA may be used by many users all at the same time.

Rationale

SEADA is an application that runs on many smart phones. Also,
SEADA functionalities may need crowd data from all users for further
analysis.

Assessment

Testing by running multiple instances, e.g., simulating the environment
that many users are using the application simultaneously.

ID

APP-NF-05

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

D

Ownership

WP4, T4.2

Description

The User of SEADA client SHALL be authenticated.

Comment

To protect SEADA against attacker.

Rationale

To avoid that anyone push false information in SEADA application or
that modify the SEADA application and provide false information to the
user. This requirement relates to threats T001, T007.

Assessment

Verifying that an authentication is requested when using the SEADA
client.

ID

APP-NF-06

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

D

Ownership

WP4, T4.2

Description

Navigation devices SHALL be authenticated to access SEADA.

Comment

If any applications can provide data to SEADA, an attacker could use
this vulnerability to send anything.

Rationale

To avoid that fake SEADA Client applications provide data to SEADA.
This requirement relates to threat T005.

Assessment

Verifying that only authenticated SEADA devices can reach the
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SEADA.
ID

APP-NF-07

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

D

Ownership

WP4, T4.2

Description

The resources of SEADA application SHALL be protected and only
authorized users should have an access.

Comment

Via an authorization mechanism, the resources of the SEADA Client
application shall be protected.

Rationale

Anyone having access to SEADA Client application could read
confidential or private data. This requirement relates to threats T004,
T008.

Assessment

Verifying that only authorized users can reach the SEADA Client
application resources.

ID

APP-NF-08

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

D

Ownership

WP4, T4.2, 4.3

Description

All exchanges with SEADA cloud services SHALL be logged by SEADA
client application.

Comment

The logs have to be stored locally by the SEADA client application (with
a circular logging mechanism for example) and shall be centralized by
the system itself.

Rationale

In order to know what data is received by SEADA cloud services, the
information has to be logged. At system level, logs can be used by
cyber-security functions to detect abnormal behaviours and to analyse
potential attacks. This requirement relates to threat T006.

Assessment

Analysis of logs after a predefined scenario.

ID

APP-NF-09

Priority

VERY HIGH

Source

SEADA

Version

1.0

Verification

T

Ownership

WP4, T4.2

Description

Only authenticated actors SHALL be authorized to write logs through
SEADA client application.

Comment

The logs written by SEADA client application shall be controlled to
avoid that any actors provide false information or modify the logs.

Rationale

In order to have logs integrity and to avoid repudiation problems, only
logs provided by authenticated and authorized actors (human user or
Machine) can be written. This requirement relates to threats T002,
T003.

Assessment

Penetration test about logs.
Table 11 List of SEADA non-functional requirements
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6. Choreography specification
This is section reports the set of choreographies that we have identified. To this end, it is worth to clarify that BPMN2 can be used for creating simple and rather abstract choreography
specifications (that can be useful for providing, e.g., a business manager with a high-level view of a given business process), but also detailed and technical specifications (that can be parsed by
a machine and automatically manipulated by developers and analysts, e.g., for tool-supported analysis and synthesis).
For the purpose of this deliverable, the choreographies are specified at a high level of abstraction and will be refined, possibly extended, and concretized in next WP4 deliverables as more
technical details will be defined.

6.1. Traffic Estimation choreography
The Traffic Estimation is a sub-choreography (Figure 6) that will be used by the other choreographies (defined in the following). This choreography requires traffic information estimation along the
driver route. In order to estimate the traffic situation, different kinds of information are considered. The services DTS-TRV-ACC, DTS-TRV-RW, DTS-TRV-CON-OV, DTS-TRV-CON, DTS-TRVTM, DTS-TRV-FD and DTS-TRV-EMERG (provided by the Swedish national road administration), will be exploited in order to retrieve, respectively: accident check, road work status, road
condition overview, road condition, traffic message, frost damage and emergency information. This information will be considered in conjunction with the traffic information coming from the
services DTS-WAZE, DTS-GOOGLE, DTS-V, DTS-HERE and SEADA-CROWD. Trafikverket Collector (TRVC) and Traffic Information Collector (TIC) are services to be developed from scratch,
and will be triggered by the BS-MAP service in parallel to collect all the different kinds of traffic information described above. To this purpose two Parallel Gateways are used (see the rhombus
marked with “+”, one with seven outgoing arrows and one with five outgoing arrows). Then, two Complex Gateways determine if the traffic information collected are enough (see the rhombus
marked with “*”, with seven incoming arrows and with five incoming arrows). In case enough traffic information has been collected, the task “Report TRV information” (resp., Report traffic
information) calls the BS-MAP service. At the end, when the BS-MAP receives traffic information from the TRVC and TIC services, it is able to merge the two parallel flows and the choreography
terminates.

Figure 6 Traffic Estimation (sub-)Choreography Diagram
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6.2. SEARP choreography
The driver trip starts with SEARP, the functionality to generate an eco-friendly route. SEARP is realized by synthesizing a suitable choreography that involves the collaboration of different
services as shown in Figure 7. The choreography will be triggered by the driver upon inserting both origin and destination through the Navigation Device (ND). After receiving origin and
destination information, the BS-MAP service invokes in parallel DTS-GOOGLE and DTS-HERE in order to retrieve available routes from the origin to the destination. When BS-MAP service
receives the set of available routes, it determines if they are enough: (i) in the positive case, it triggers the Traffic Estimation sub-choreography to estimate the traffic situation of each route; (ii) in
the negative case, the BS-MAP service re-invokes DTS-GOOGLE and DTS-HERE to determine other routes. When traffic information is calculated for each route, these are displayed into the ND
in order to suggest the most eco-friendly routes to the Driver. In the end, ND activates in parallel the Situation and Eco-Aware Travel Speed Advisory sub-choreography and the Green Light
Optimized Speed Advisory sub-choreography. These sub-choreographies are described in the following.

Figure 7 SEARP Choreography Diagram
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6.3. SEATSA choreography
SEATSA is used to give travel speed advices that are aware of the road situation and that also consider the eco-effects. Figure 8 illustrates the choreography. As previously introduced, the
SEATSA functionality is triggered by the SEARP Choreography in Figure 7, and it will be running for the whole trip. During the trip, ND periodically asks for speed suggestions to the SEADASEATSA service, which in turn retrieves traffic information from BS-MAP and triggers the Traffic Estimation sub-choreography so as to estimate the traffic situation of the current route. When the
traffic situation has been estimated, the BS-MAP service sends the estimation to SEADA-SEATSA, which calculates the most eco-friendly travel speed for the current route. The speed advice is
then sent back to ND and displayed to the driver. In the end, if the destination has been reached the choreography is terminated; otherwise, according to a predefined time period, the ND asks
again for speed suggestions to SEADA-SEATSA, hence restarting the choreography (see the conditional branch represented as a rhombus marked with “x”).

Figure 8 SEATSA Choreography Diagram

6.4. GLOSA choreography
GLOSA is used to predict traffic light status so as to help drivers to pass the traffic light smoothly. Figure 9 illustrates the choreography of GLOSA. As previously said, the GLOSA choreography
realizes a location-based functionality and is triggered by the SEARP Choreography in Figure 7. During the trip, the Navigation Device needs to display traffic light intersection instructions to the
driver. To do this, ND invokes the SEADA-GLOSA service that verifies if the vehicle is approaching a traffic light. If yes, SEADA-GLOSA starts checking the traffic light status by invoking the BSMAP service, which in turn requests in parallel information from both the DTS-VST-BL service and the Traffic light service. When at least one of them provides information for either predicting
traffic light status or indicating exact traffic light information, respectively, the subsequent complex gateway is fired. Then, BS-MAP invokes SEADA-GLOSA in order to calculate intersection
instructions from the information previously collected. The intersection instructions are finally sent back to ND for display. In the end, if the destination has been reached, the choreography is
terminated; otherwise, the ND asks again for intersection instructions the choreography restarts.

Figure 9 GLOSA Choreography Diagram
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7. Business analysis of the SEADA application
7.1. The Value Proposition Canvas
To be able to develop a business model for the SEADA-application we will use the Business
Model Canvas framework by A. Osterwalder. A crucial part of the framework is the forming of
the value proposition, after gaining understanding of the needs and wants of the potential
end-users. To get this insight on the end-users needs, we have used the framework Value
Proposition also by Osterwalder as a first step in developing a business model for the
SEADA-application.
The Value Proposition framework contains of two main components: the Customer Profile
and the Value Map. When these two components are in alignment, they reach a Fit (as seen
in the figure below) that will become the core component of the value proposition in the final
business model.

Figure 10 Illustration of the relationship between the Value Map and the Customer Profile

7.1.1.
Customer Profile
In the customer profile, we clarify the understanding we have of the potential end-users of
the SEADA-application. We have chosen private drivers as the customer segment to target
in this initial phase of the development. Here we describe the potential end-users (private
drivers) in a detailed way and break down their needs into the categories: Customer Jobs,
Gains and Pains.

Figure 11 Illustration of the Customer Profile

Customer Jobs: Describes what the end-users are trying to get done in their daily life by
using the SEADA-application as could be expressed by their own words. The customer jobs
we have identified for the potential users of the SEADA-application are:
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End-users want to drive eco-friendly
Drive with few stops as possible
Drive in a speed suitable for the current traffic situation
Avoid congestion
Know if there have been any accidents on their route ahead of time to avoid accident
areas
• Avoid bad road conditions due to extreme weather conditions
• Avoid bridge opening
•
•
•
•
•

Gains: Describes the outcome the end-users want to achieve by using the SEADAapplication. It also taps into what concrete benefits the end-users are seeking. We believe
that the end-users require the following benefits from using the SEADA-application:
•
•
•
•
•

Assistance with eco-route planning
Travel speed advisory
Alternative route suggestion on the case of congestion
Avoid unnecessary brake-stop
Reduce their fuel consumption and emissions

Pains: Describes the potential risks and anything that annoys the potential end-uses before,
during, and after trying to get a job (as specified above) done. Pains also indicate what
prevents the end-users from getting a job done and describe potential bad outcomes
associated to getting a job done badly or not at all. The pains we have identified for the
potential end-users are:
•
•
•
•
•

They do not know how to drive eco-friendly in different types of traffic situations
Afraid of taking the “wrong route” and wasting valuable time
Dealing with uncertainty when an accident has happened
Getting stuck in traffic and wasting time
Not having a clear understanding on which path would be the most optimal to take to
reach their destination.

This initial analysis of private drivers as a customers segment gives is a starting point to
prepare customers interviews and tests regarding the assumptions we have identified about
the customers jobs, pains and gains
7.1.2.
Value Map
In the value map we describe how we intend to create value for the end-users of the
SEADA-application. In the Value Map we also describe the features of the SEADAapplication in detailed way and break down the application into Products and Services, Pain
Relievers and Gain Creators.

Figure 12 Illustration of the Value Map
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Products and Services: Describes an enumeration of all the services and products that the
SEADA-application is built around.
Mobile Application: The SEADA-application will be a mobile application available for either
iOS or Android. Depending on how the market share for each platform looks like in
Gothenburg, we aim to provide the application on the platform that targets a majority of the
potential end-users or have it be available on both platforms.
Gain Creators: Describes how the SEADA application creates gains for the end-user. The
SEADA-application help the end-users achieve some gain by:
• Giving step-by-step instructions on which route to take to drive in the most ecofriendly manner
• Optimal speed recommendations
• Giving different route alternatives to avoid congestion
• Predicting timing for green lights and helps drivers adjust speed to avoid unnecessary
stops
• Re-plans route to avoid accident areas
• Warns the drives of extreme road conditions
• Helps the drives avoid bridge opening by suggesting speed and routes
Pain Relievers: Describes how the SEADA-application could potentially alleviate some pains
that the end-users experience. The attributes that make the SEADA-application a pain
reliever are that:
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to use
Free to download and use application
Practical, visual and enjoyable HMI
Clear content
Could be integrated to several social media platforms

By now also having a clear understanding of how the SEADA-application practically could
meet the needs of the potential end-users, we are one step closer to reaching a Fit between
the Customer profile and Value map.
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7.1.3.

Problem-Solution-Fit

Already in this initial stage, we see a clear fit between the customer jobs, pains, gains and the gain
creators and pain relievers as illustrated in the figure below.

Figure 13 Illustration of the Problem-Solution-Fit

With this insight on how the different parts of the customer profile and value map correlate, we now
strive to validate or invalidate some of the assumptions we have done regarding the needs of the
potential end-users. This initial problem-solution-fit has given us a basis to learn which attributes of
the application could create customer value, thus laying the ground work for the development of the
business model.
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8. Conclusion
This deliverable describes a situation and eco-aware driving application (SEADA) that will be
realized by using the CHOReVOLUTION platform. The application provides drivers with
situation awareness and eco-friendly driving experiences.
A state-of-the-art analysis on urban traffic coordination is presented with discussion on major
projects and commercial products. An analysis on end-user needs, stakeholders are
provided, together with discussion of the goals and development process of the SEADA
application.
Traffic related services that will be used by SEADA are identified and described. Most of
those services come from the open data from the authorities, local transport companies, as
well as commercial data that can be accessed through their application interface. Others
services will be aptly developed in WP4.
A detailed description of the SEADA application is presented. Main functionalities are
discussed. Main actors, e.g., people, things, and traffic services, are introduced, and a
scenario is presented based on SEADA with a step-by-step description. A number of use
cases are identified and discussed. An analysis of security for the SEADA application is
presented.
For the SEADA application, functional requirements and non-functional requirements are
identified and presented in detail. For each of the functionalities, first-cut choreographies are
designed and illustrated with choreography diagrams.
Finally, a brief business model analysis is presented for the SEADA application.
This deliverable closely relates to future working tasks. Following the definition of
functionalities, functional and non-functional requirements, working task WT4.2 and WT4.3
will develop and demonstrate the SEADA application that is able to perform the defined
scenario and fulfill all the requirements. The choreographies defined in this deliverable will
be detailed within WT4.2 for the application development. Indeed, more choreographies will
be defined in order to cover all the functionalities envisioned for the SEADA application.
The business model analyses in this deliverable serves as a general framework for the
detailed business model development that will be done in working task WT4.4.
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Annex A: Traffic information
Administration (Trafikverket)

from

the

Swedish

Road

In Sweden, the Swedish road administration provides both static and dynamic data related to
transportation. Major data that are available include:

• Dynamic traffic information

Traffic information
Accident

Description
All active Accidents

https://datex.trafikverket.se/d2clientpull/situationpullserverBA/2_0/AccidentService/AccidentService.asmx

Road conditions

Regularly updated information about road conditions from traffic management's
assessment based on camera images, weather forecasts and information reported
by the contractors. For information about road condition sections and coordinates
please take a look at meta data service

https://datex.trafikverket.se/d2clientpull/situationpullserverBA/2_0/AccidentService/AccidentService.asmx

Emergency
information
services

Information on emergencies that affects the traffic. Emergency modes are
extraordinary events. Positioned by location Code County.

https://datex.trafikverket.se/d2clientpull/situationpullserverBA/2_0/EmergencyInfoService/EmergencyInfoService.asmx

Ferry services
https://datex.trafikverket.se/d2clientpull/situationpullserverBA/2_0/FerryService/FerryService.asmx

Frost Damage
services

Information on the reduction of bearing capacity of the road. Contains information
about the route, start time and limitations of the gross weight.

https://datex.trafikverket.se/d2clientpull/situationpullserverBA/2_0/FrostDamageService/FrostDamageService.asmx

Rest Area Services

Information about rest areas with information on location, level of equipment,
service and information functions.

https://datex.trafikverket.se/d2clientpull/situationpullserverBA/2_0/RestAreaService/RestAreaService.asmx

Road condition
overview services

Positioned by county General information about road conditions by county.

https://datex.trafikverket.se/d2clientpull/situationpullserverBA/2_0/RoadConditionOverviewService/RoadConditionOverview
Service.asmx

Road Condition
services

Regularly updated information about road conditions from traffic management's
assessment based on camera images, weather forecasts and information reported
by the contractors.

https://datex.trafikverket.se/d2clientpull/situationpullserverBA/2_0/RoadConditionService/RoadConditionService.asmx

Road work
services

All ongoing, planned and completed Roadworks

https://datex.trafikverket.se/d2clientpull/situationpullserverBA/2_0/RoadWorkService/RoadWorkService.asmx

Traffic message
services

This information may include convoy driving, unforeseen obstructions, queue
warnings

https://datex.trafikverket.se/d2clientpull/situationpullserverBA/2_0/TrafficMessageService/TrafficMessageService.asmx

• Weather information

Information
Weather data
services

Description
Contains data about air and surface temperature, precipitation, wind direction and
wind speed. This service contains dynamic data.

https://datex.trafikverket.se/D2ClientPull/WeatherPullServerBA/2_0/WeatherDataService2.asmx

• Travel time

Information
Travel time

Description
For Gothenburg

https://datex.trafikverket.se/D2ClientPull/TravelTimeServerBA/2_0/PullVVA/TravelTimePullVVA.asmx

• Metadata

Traffic information
Camera Table
Publication

Description
To gain access to traffic flow monitoring cameras across the Swedish country

https://datex.trafikverket.se/D2ClientPull/MetaDataBA/2_0/CameraTablePublicationService/CameraTablePublicationService.
asmx

CCTV Table
Publication

To gain access to road condition cameras across the Swedish country
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https://datex.trafikverket.se/D2ClientPull/MetaDataBA/2_0/CCTVTablePublicationService/CCTVTablePublicationService.asm
x

Location Code Table
Publication

This service can be used if you wish to use location code table to determine the
location object. Gives an exact reference to the road net and information about
direction

https://datex.trafikverket.se/D2ClientPull/MetaDataBA/2_0/LocationCodeTablePublicationService/LocationCodeTablePublica
tionService.asmx

Weather Posts

For information about measurement post positions and measurement values
(between 1-8)

https://datex.trafikverket.se/D2ClientPull/MetaDataBA/2_0/MeasurementSiteTablePublication_WeatherPostsService/Measure
mentSiteTablePublication_WeatherPostsService.asmx

Road Condition
Sections

For information about road condition sections and position

https://datex.trafikverket.se/D2ClientPull/MetaDataBA/2_0/PredefinedLocationsPublication_RoadConditionSectionsService/
PredefinedLocationsPublication_RoadConditionSectionsService.asmx

Travel Time Routes

For information about travel time routes sections, length and coordinates

https://datex.trafikverket.se/D2ClientPull/MetaDataBA/2_0/PredefinedLocationsPublication_TravelTimeRoutesService/Prede
finedLocationsPublication_TravelTimeRoutesService.asmx

Data Dictionary Level
B

This service describes Swedish translations for Level B Data Dictionary

https://datex.trafikverket.se/D2ClientPull/MetaDataBA/2_0/DataDictionaryPublicationService/DataDictionaryPublicationServi
ce.asmx

Data Dictionary Level
C

This service describes Swedish translations for Level C Data Dictionary

https://datex.trafikverket.se/D2ClientPull/MetaDataBA/2_0/DataDictionaryPublicationServiceLevelC/DataDictionaryPublicatio
nServiceLevelC.asmx

• Data Access Methods - Schema
For the content we use the DATEX II 2.0 schema with Level B extensions.
For Level C extensions there is a separate schema and WSDL etc. The schemas can be
found on the Swedish Transport Administrations English information web pages
(http://www.trafikverket.se/Om-Trafikverket/Andra-sprak/English-Engelska/This-is-Datex/)
and a brief summary of the access methods is shown below.
Publication
SituationPublication

LevelC SituationPublication
ElaboratedDataPublication
MeasuredDataPublication
GenericPublication
PredefinedLocationsPublicat
ion
MeasurementSiteTablePubli
cation
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Service
Accident
TrafficMessages
Roadworks
RoadConditions
Ferries
FrostDamages
RestAreas
EmergencyInfo (Freetext)
RoadCondition Overview (Freetext)
TravelTimeService
WeatherDataServcie
TrafficMeasurements
CCTVTablePublicationService
CameraTablePublicationService
LocationCodeTablePublicationService
PredefinedLocationsPublication_TravelTimeRoutesS
ervice
PredefinedLocationsPublication_RoadConditionSecti
onsService
MeasurementSiteTablePublication_WeatherPostsSer
vice

Push
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
-

Pull
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
(√)
√
√
√
√
√
√
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Annex B: Data and services available from the Gothenburg
public transportation, a.k.a. Västtrafik
Västtrafik is the second largest public transport company in Sweden and the main public
transportation provider in Gothenburg. Their focus lies mainly on organizing the public
transport, compile the timetables and decide upon routes and lines. Also important to note is
that they do not actually provide the services, but contracted private companies carry out all
activities.

• Web services available
The following operations are supported. For a formal definition, please review the Service
Description.
Web services
Get All Valid Items
Get Traffic Information With Geography

Usage
Gets all valid traffic information items sorted by last changed.
Gets all valid traffic information items sorted by last changed.

• Västtrafik Labs API
o Västtrafik Reseplanering (Västtrafik travel planner)

API:http://labs.vasttrafik.se/sv/For-utvecklare/APIer/Dokumentation-av-nytt-API/
Description: Travel plan from A to B

o Västtrafik Trafikstörningar (Västtrafik traffic disturbances)
API:http://labs.vasttrafik.se/For-utvecklare/APIer/Trafikstorningar/
Description: Real time traffic disturbances.
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